Focus of the presentation

• Introducing and demonstrating PathFinder
• Introducing and demonstrating WebBridge
• Comparing PathFinder & WebBridge
• Current WebBridge challenges
PathFinder

- A finding aid that allows libraries to maximize the use of information resources they have selected, purchased or identified from the Web.

- Simplifies client online searches via:
  - Subscription databases
  - General reference databases
  - Google Scholar
  - General websites
  - etc...
The Catalogue & PathFinder
Browse Level

PF Table - offers a link to repeat the search in Google Scholar

The Catalogue & PathFinder
Browse Level

PF Table - offers a link to repeat the search in Google Scholar

Other Resources

Find People in context at Google Scholar

How to read ethnography
Gay y Blasco, Paloma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>SHELF NO</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretoria Open Collection</td>
<td>305.8 GAYY</td>
<td>AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

People in context
Jordaan, Wilhelm, 1943-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>SHELF NO</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postal Collection</td>
<td>150 JORD</td>
<td>AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postal Collection</td>
<td>150 JORD</td>
<td>AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postal Collection</td>
<td>150 JORD</td>
<td>AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

View additional items
GG Stern - 1970 - psycnet.apa.org
Cited by 342 Related articles Library Search All 5 versions

[CITATION] People in context
GG Stern - ... Person-Environment Congruence in Education and ..., 1970
Cited by 213 Related articles

Human diversity: Perspectives on people in context
EJ Trickett, RJ Watts, DE Birman - ... on People in Context," held at U ..., 1994 - doi.apa.org
Cited by 93 Related articles Library Search All 5 versions

[BOOK] Indigenous and cultural psychology. Understanding people in context
U Kim, K Hwang - 2006 - books.google.com
It was once assumed that the bedrock concepts of psychology held true for all the world's peoples. More recently, post-modern approaches to research have expanded on these Western models, building a psychology that takes into account the sociopolitical, historical ...
Cited by 87 Related articles Library Search All 10 versions

Understanding and using context
AK Day - Personal and ubiquitous computing, 2001 - Springer
... While most people tacitly understand what context is, they find it hard to elucidate. ... We will look at two pieces of information — weather and the presence of other people — and use the definition to determine whether either one is context. ...
Cited by 2779 Related articles BL Direct All 42 versions
Accessing the Bibliographic record

How to read ethnography
Gay y Blasco, Paloma.

Items | LOCATION | SHELF NO | STATUS
--- | --- | --- | ---
Preteria Open Collection | 305.8 GAYY | AVAILABLE

People in context

Jordaan, Wilhelm, 1943-

Items | LOCATION | SHELF NO | STATUS
--- | --- | --- | ---
Postal Collection | 150 JORD | AVAILABLE
Postal Collection | 150 JORD | AVAILABLE
Postal Collection | 150 JORD | AVAILABLE

View additional items
Author: Jordaan, Wilhelm, 1943-
Edition: 3rd ed.

Call no.: 150 JORD
Edition: 3rd ed.
Phys. Description: 860 p.
Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references and index
Subject: Psychology
Alt Author: Jordaan, Jackie.
ISBN: 1868539991
The following resources may provide additional information about:

- People in context

**Category 1**

Offers to repeat the search in various Full Text databases

**FULL TEXT**

- **Academic OneFile**
  - Find Psychology at [Academic OneFile](#)

- **Academic Search Premier (EBSCO)**
  - Find Psychology at [Academic Search Premier (EBSCO)](#)

- **JSTOR**
  - Find Psychology at [JSTOR](#)

- **ProQuest**
  - Find Psychology at [ProQuest](#)

- **Sabinet: SA ePublications**
  - Find People in context at [Sabinet: SA ePublications](#)

- **Sabinet: SA Media**
  - Find People in context at [Sabinet: SA Media](#)
Resources links Examples - Proquest
A milestone for South African psychology: health psychology

The dissertation as a component in the training of clinical psychologists

South African psychologists' judgments of widely held beliefs about psychological phenomena

Obstacles to the utilisation of psychological resources in a South African township community

Judgments of widely held beliefs about psychological phenomena among South African and Australian postgraduate psychology students
Offers to repeat the search in various General Reference sites and databases.
psychology, scientific discipline that studies psychological and biological processes and behaviour in humans and other animals.

The discipline of psychology is broadly divisible into two parts: a large profession of practitioners and a smaller but growing science of mind, brain, and social behaviour. The two have distinctive goals, training, and practices, but some psychologists integrate the two.

In Western culture, contributors to the development of psychology came from many areas, beginning with philosophers such as Aristotle and Plato. Hippocrates philosophized about basic human temperaments (e.g., choleric, sanguine, melancholic) and their associated traits. Informed by the biology of his time, he speculated that physical qualities, such as yellow bile or too much blood, might underlie differences in temperament (see also humour). Aristotle postulated the brain to be the seat of the rational human mind, and in the 17th century Descartes argued that the mind gives people the capacities for thought and consciousness: the mind "decides" and the body carries out the decision—a dualistic mind/body split that modern psychological science is still working to overcome. Two of the founding fathers of psychology as a formal discipline and science, which occurred late in the 19th century, were Wilhelm Wundt in Germany and William James in the United States. James's The Principles of Psychology (1890) defined psychology as the science of mental life and provided insightful...
Other Resources link Panel...

Category 3

Offers to repeat the search in various Indexes & Abstracts databases
Other Resources link Panel...

Check if the book is still available in print or to export your search to Refworks

BOOK INFORMATION

Find 6567656 at Global Books in Print

Export People in context to RefWorks
For a search that results in more than one **Subject, ISBN, Title**, a dropdown list of all the applicable options is provided.
WebBridge

- Academic libraries use many resources from many vendors, e.g.
  - Citation databases
  - Publisher sites
  - Aggregators
  - Full-text databases
  - etc...

BUT

Linking easily becomes unmanageable and clients may access wrong resources
WebBridge...

- Therefore, WebBridge
  - Uses the Coverage Database to reflect a library’s journal subscriptions
    - The Coverage Database is loaded into Millennium via Innovative’s Content Access Service (CASE)
  - Takes clients from abstracting and indexing platforms to full text (subscribed to) databases
The reach of a hepatitis B vaccination programme among men

Baars, Jessica E; Boon, Brigitte J; Garretsen, Henk F; van de Mheen, Dike


Homosexual contact is a major risk factor for acute hepatitis B infection. This study explores how many and which men who have sex with men (MSM) are reached by the ongoing hepatitis B vaccination programme in The Netherlands (started in 2002), and investigate reasons for non-participation and non-compliance. In this cross-sectional study, on the basis of ethnographic mapping and targeted sampling, 320 MSM were interviewed at different venues in three regions in The Netherlands. Of the sample, 74% reported to be aware of the opportunity to obtain free hepatitis B vaccination, and 50% reported to be vaccinated (received at least one injection). Compliance with the three-dose vaccination schedule was 84%. The most important reason for non-participation in the vaccination programme was a low perceived risk of getting infected with the virus. A personal approach by STD-prevention workers, the recruitment region and having sex with casual partners were positively associated with vaccination uptake. Being bisexual was negatively associated with, and visiting gay bars/discos was positively associated with, awareness of the opportunity to obtain free hepatitis B vaccination. This study shows a large proportion of MSM is aware that they could opt for free hepatitis B vaccination. Future vaccination programmes should focus on a personal approach, since the use of STD prevention workers was shown to be a successful tool for participation in the vaccination programme. The personal information should focus on perceived risk of infection, since this was a major reason for vaccine refusal.
WebBridge Panel Results

- Title available in **Oxford Journals Online**, hence the link to Oxford is provided
The reach of a hepatitis B vaccination programme among men

Jessica E. Baars¹,², Brigitte J. Boon¹, Henk F. Garretsen³, Dike van de Mheen¹,²

¹ IVO: Addiction Research Institute, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
² Department of Public Health, Erasmus University Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
³ Faculty of Behavioural and Social Science, Department of Tranzo, University of Tilburg, Tilburg, The Netherlands

Correspondence: Jessica E. Baars, IVO, Heemraadssingel 194, 3021 DM Rotterdam, The Netherlands, tel: +31-10-4253366, fax: +31-10-2763988, e-mail: baars@ivo.nl
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Background: Homosexual contact is a major risk factor for acute hepatitis B infection. This study explores how many and which men who have sex with men (MSM) are reached by the ongoing hepatitis B vaccination programme in The Netherlands (started in 2002), and investigate reasons for non-participation and non-compliance. Methods: In this cross-sectional study, on the basis of ethnographic mapping and targeted sampling, 320 MSM were interviewed at different venues in three regions in The Netherlands. Results: Of the sample, 74% reported to be aware of the opportunity to obtain free hepatitis B vaccination, and 50% reported to be vaccinated (received at least one injection). Compliance with the three-dose vaccination schedule was 84%. The most important reason for non-participation in the vaccination programme was a low perceived risk of getting infected with the virus. A personal approach by STD-prevention workers, the recruitment region and having sex with casual partners were positively associated with vaccination uptake. Being bisexual was negatively associated with, and visiting gay bars/discos was positively associated with, awareness of the opportunity to obtain free hepatitis B vaccination. Conclusion: This study shows a large proportion of MSM is aware that they could opt for free hepatitis B vaccination. Future vaccination programmes should focus on a personal approach, since the use of STD prevention workers was shown to be a successful tool for participation in the vaccination programme. The personal information should focus on perceived risk of infection, since this was a major reason for vaccine refusal.
A Thought of Taking CPPCC as Chinese Professional Supervisory Institution of Unconstitutional Behavior in Applying Law.

Since unconstitutional behavior has its duality, it is necessary to establish a separate supervisory system of unconstitutional behavior in applying law, which could together with supervisory sys...

Subjects: CONSTITUTIONAL law; PUBLIC opinion; SANCTIONS (Law); CHINA; CHINA. National People's Congress
WebBridge Panel Results

- Title available in **Academic OneFile**, hence the link to Academic OneFile is provided
A thought of taking CPPCC as Chinese Professional Supervisory Institution of unconstitutional behavior in applying law/Une pensee de prendre la CCPPC comme Chinoise Institution de Surveillance Professionnelle de comportement inconstitutionnel Chinois tout en appliquant le droit. Qian Zhao.

Canadian Social Science, 7.3 (June 30, 2011) 071, Word Count: 4966.

Since unconstitutional behavior has its duality, it is necessary to establish a separate supervisory system of unconstitutional behavior in applying law, which could together with supervisory system of unconstitutional...
A Thought of Taking CPPCC as Chinese Professional Supervisory Institution of Unconstitutional Behavior in Applying Law

UNE PENSÉE DE PRENDRE LA CCPPC COMME CHINOISE INSTITUTION DE SURVEILLANCE PROFESSIONNELLE DE COMPORTEMENT INCONSTITUTIONNEL CHINOIS TOUT EN APPLIQUANT LE DROIT

ZHAO Qian

Abstract: Since unconstitutional behavior has its duality, it is necessary to establish a separate supervisory system of unconstitutional behavior in applying law, which could together with supervisory system of unconstitutional behavior in legislation build Chinese dual-track constitutional supervisory system. The constitutional status of CPPCC is rather obscure, thus it becomes necessary to enrich its main functions by taking it as Chinese professional supervisory institution of unconstitutional behavior in applying law. As the

Canadian Social Science
Vol. 7, No. 3, 2011, pp. 71-77

ISSN 1712-8056 [Print]
ISSN 1923-6697[Online]
www.cscanada.net
www.cscanada.org
J.B. Jackson, cultural geographer: evolution of an archive


Purpose - The purpose of this article is to document the acquisition and processing of an important landscape architecture archive, the J.B. Jackson Collection, and making it available for schola...

Subjects: LANDSCAPE architecture; ARCHIVES -- Processing; ARCHIVAL materials -- Digitization; ARCHIVES -- Acquisitions; METADATA; COLLECTION management (Libraries)
WebBridge Panel Results

- Title available is in **Emerald**, hence the link to Emerald is provided
J.B. Jackson, cultural geographer: evolution of an archive

The Authors
Audra Bellmore, University Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
Claire Lise Bénadou, University Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
Saver Bordaianu, University Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this article is to document the acquisition and processing of an important landscape architecture archive, the J.B. Jackson Collection, and making it available for scholars and researchers.

Design/methodology/approach – The first part of the article describes the importance of Jackson’s contribution to landscape architecture and his professional legacy. This legacy consisted in a large collection of slides, scattered among various individuals and institutions. The authors then address how the various parts of the collection were identified, acquired, digitized and brought to the University of New Mexico (UNM). Metadata creation and issues of copyright are also discussed.

Findings – The paper finds that it requires considerable professional effort and networking to take a working collection and transform it into an archive that has intellectual cogency.

Research limitations/implications – UNM’s effort to acquire, preserve and make this collection widely available will inspire future scholars and spark new ways of looking at landscape.

Practical implications – The extensive restoration needed for the Jackson slides warranted a vendor with museum experience, in this instance, Two Cat Digital. Metadata creation requires training qualified personnel. Copyright limitations dictate how the slides display.

Originality/value – J.B. Jackson defined the vernacular landscape. This project made his distinctive and important collection available to the research community. The paper also discussed the process of taking a working collection and turning it into a bona fide research tool.

Article Type: Research paper
Keywords: Copyright, Dublin Core, Digitization; J.B. Jackson; Landscape architecture; Metadata; Slides; Vernacular architecture; Geography; Archives; Collections management.
Journal: Collection Building
Volume: 21
Number: 3
Year: 2012
pp: 115-119
Copyright © Emerald Group Publishing Limited
THE NORMAL HEART


Review


Subjects: THEATER -- Reviews; PERFORMING arts; ENTERTAINERS; Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers; NORMAL Heart, The (Theatrical production); KRAMER, Larry; ESBJORNSON, David

Database: Academic Search Premier

Add to folder

*access article at Unisa* ✔ Euroscola

Check for full text availability
WebBridge Panel Results

- Title is available in **JSTOR & Project Muse Premier**, hence links to both JSTOR & Project Muse Premier are offered

FULL TEXT
Find Theatre Journal at [JSTOR](#)

Find Theatre Journal at [Project Muse Premier](#)
678 / Performance Review

had arrived. Although Prymate falls short of perfection, it certainly fulfills one of the possible aims of art: promoting spirited debate among its viewers.

TRISH THOMAS HENLEY
Florida State University


When The Normal Heart by Larry Kramer premiered in New York in 1985, it was a powerful statement. The play vividly depicted the struggle and reality of AIDS and its impact on the gay community. Now, nearly three decades later, the play is being staged again, this time in New York City at the Joseph Papp Public Theater, directed by David Esbjornson.

The production, which opened on April 29, 2004, was a critical success, with many reviewers praising its performances and direction. The cast included well-known actors such as Kevin Kline, John Lithgow, and Taylor Hackford, among others.

The play opens with a scene set in a hospital, where several characters are presented with the devastating news of their diagnoses. The characters, who are all gay men, react in different ways, some with anger and frustration, while others express acceptance and resignation. The play then moves on to depict the reaction of the public and the media to the AIDS crisis, with a particular focus on the role of the media in shaping public opinion.

The play is a powerful reminder of the past and a call to action for the present. It is a poignant reminder of the lives that were lost during the AIDS crisis and a call to remember the lesson of history.

The production was met with critical acclaim, with many reviewers praising the performances and the direction. The play was a powerful reminder of the past and a call to action for the present. It is a poignant reminder of the lives that were lost during the AIDS crisis and a call to remember the lesson of history.
Theatre Journal
Volume 56, Number 4, December 2004
Special Issue: Theorizing the Performer

Performance Review

- Caroline, or Change (review)
  [Access article in HTML] [Access article in PDF]

Subject Headings:
- Tesori, Jeanine. Caroline, or change [performance]
- Kushner, Tony.
- Wolfe, George C., dir.
- Eugene O’Neill Theatre.

Barnett, Claudia.
- Things of Dry Hours (review)
  [Access article in HTML] [Access article in PDF]

Subject Headings:
- Wallace, Naomi. Things of dry hours [performance]
- Hicks, Israel, dir.
- Pittsburgh Public Theater.

Stevenson, Sarah Lansdale.
- Well (review)
  [Access article in HTML] [Access article in PDF]

Subject Headings:
- Kron, Lisa. Well [performance]
- Silverman, Leigh, dir.
- Joseph Papp Public Theater

The Normal Heart (review)
[Access article in HTML] [Access article in PDF]

Subject Headings:
- Kramer, Larry. Normal heart [performance]
- Esbjornson, David, dir.
- Worth Street Theatre Company.
- Joseph Papp Public Theater.
# Comparisons between WebBridge and PathFinder LR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WebBridge</th>
<th>PathFinder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Origin</strong></td>
<td>*Originates (Externally) from bibliographic databases - full text databases (*Target)</td>
<td>*Originates (Internally) from the catalogue - various databases and other chosen sites (*Target)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links clients to</td>
<td>Links clients to appropriate full text electronic resources</td>
<td>Provide a smaller scale discovery tool which is linked to the library catalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appropriating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent on the</td>
<td>Dependent on the content subscribed to and general internet resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subscribed to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use smart/contextual linking to dynamically suggest resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Query and Search Result</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Origin - where the client begins a search

*Target - where the required resource is available
Current Implementation Challenges - WebBridge

- Linking levels differ per platform, e.g.
  - Oxford Journals Online – Article (pdf) level linking
  - Academic OneFile & Project Muse Premier – Article title level linking
- The coverage load is still in process (not all subscription titles have been loaded)
- Unisa might not have full-text access for the requested titles

Therefore, WebBridge may give error messages


The purpose of this study was to observe differences in HIV characteristics between the foreign and US born HIV population. The study sample consisted of individuals, ≥13 years of age, who have been diagnosed with HIV and are patients of the Lexington Bluegrass Care Clinic. For the comparison analysis, the sample was divided into two groups (n = 1070), foreign born and US born. Compared to US born patients, foreign born patients were younger at the time of their HIV diagnosis (31 years vs 36 years, P = 0.005), of Hispanic origin (63.1% vs. 1.1%, P < 0.001), and reported heterosexual contact as their mode of transmission (67.7% vs. 33.9% P < 0.001). Foreign born patients enrolled into care at a much lower CD4+ count and compared to the US born, they were more likely to be classified as late testers (53.9% vs. 32.8%, P = 0.006). There were many differences found between foreign born and US born HIV patients. Upon enrolling into care, foreign born individuals were more likely to have multiple OIs and have an AIDS diagnosis. In regards to testing, foreign born individuals were more likely to have tested late for HIV compared to their US born counterparts.

[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]
WebBridge Panel Results

- Title is available in Springer BUT
  - The coverage load for Springer is still in process (list of subscribed titles is Not yet complete)…
Patience...